What Is Life?

Life
I could go on forever
A sad black hole you get sucked into
The happiest moments that get
Sucked away with reality
You can look at it in many ways
But we’re all just stuck in a big haze
Of dreams and reality
Two different things
We accept nice trustworthy people
Who would never hurt us
Never betray us
But it’s all a huge lie
But it’s ok wipe those tears there’s no reason to cry
God has removed those people for a reason
So what’s life you ask?
It’s a sad black hole
That if you go deep enough
You might even find a bright light
You just have to make it through
And continue to do what’s best for you
Life’s not made to be easy
Not everyone’s going to be nice
You just have to show them
They didn’t break you
Not now and not ever
So forgot all the pain
Their loss your gain